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Welcome
The new St George’s and Epsom and St Helier University 
Hospitals and Health Group (GESH) was formed on 1 February 
2022 and has responsibility for two separate NHS statutory 
organisations: St George’s University Hospitals NHS Foundation 
Trust and Epsom and St Helier University Hospitals Trust.

Working as a hospital group allows for more joined-up decision 
making for the benefit of local people, a larger and more resilient 
clinical workforce, reduced variation in levels of care and more access 
to a wider range of services for our patients.

St George’s University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust is one of the country’s principal 
teaching hospital and our main site is shared with St George’s University of London, which 
trains medical students and carries out advanced medical research. We have more than 
9,000 dedicated staff serving a population of 1.3 million across South-West London. 
We deliver a large number of services, such as cardiothoracic medicine and surgery, 
neurosciences and renal transplantation. We also cover significant populations from Surrey 
and Sussex, totalling around 3.5 million people. As well as acute hospital services, we 
provide a wide variety of specialist care and a range of community services.

Formed in 1999, Epsom and St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust (ESTH) is an acute 
provider offering an extensive range of services, including cancer, pathology, surgery, and 
gynaecology to more than 490,000 people in South-West London and North-East Surrey. 
We operate two busy general hospitals, Epsom Hospital and St Helier Hospital, and run 
services from other locations, including Sutton Hospital. We are also proud to be part of 
two innovative integrated care partnerships – Sutton Health and Care and Surrey Downs 
Health and Care.

We are looking for compassionate, values-driven individuals to join us at a pivotal point in 
the Trust’s continued development. The successful applicants will join an ambitious team 
and will help us achieve our vision of improving the health of our patients and the local 
communities while keeping patients at the heart of everything that we do. We are looking 
for candidates both from within and outside of the NHS.

Jacqueline Totterdell 
Group Chief Executive
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Welcome from Paul da Gama 
– Group Chief People Officer

Dear Candidate,

Thank you for your interest 
in our Trust at this exciting 
time. We are passionate 
about the delivery of 
exceptional people related 
services and now require 
two outstanding leaders to 
join our senior team in the 
roles of Deputy Chief People Officer (Culture, 
Education and OD) and Deputy Chief People 
Officer (HR Operations).

These are exciting times to join the HR, OD 
and People function as we bring together two 
separate services, which between them have 
more than 220 FTE, spread out primarily over 
two sites; St George’s in Tooting and Gateway 
House in Epsom. As Chief People Officer it is my 
goal to form a modern People function with the 
skills and capability to develop and implement 
a modern, future-proof, cutting edge people 
strategy aligned to the GESH organisational 
strategy and in line with the vision for the NHS 
Futures and People Promise.

We are looking for individuals capable of 
thinking about “Group” in order to drive the 
opportunities to work collaboratively, reduce 
duplication, whilst maximising synergies and the 
use of valuable resources, but also capable of 
understanding and reacting to the local needs 
of our sites. You should be absolutely passionate 
about improving the experience of colleagues 
(and our patients) through site specific design 
and a focus on inclusion, diversity and fairness, 
whilst being capable of embracing innovation 
through horizon scanning and helping to create 
a culture of curiosity and learning. 

You will be someone who sets the wellbeing 
of our people at the heart of all the work 
undertaken. You will be able to optimise  
decision making through data insight and 
working proactively with our colleagues.

They must be able to share and live the values 
of both organisations. Whilst these still differ 
slightly, both sets of values are absolutely 
focused upon providing the very best service 
possible for our patients and colleagues.

We want to identify two individuals who 
will help achieve our vision for our 16,000 
colleagues working at GESH; namely to deliver 
the best employee experience for existing and 
future GESH colleagues and partners, enabling 
GESH people to deliver outstanding patient care, 
whilst thriving in an excellent work place.

This is a rewarding, exciting and high visibility 
role, but it’ll also be demanding and challenging. 
We want to encourage applications both from 
within the NHS and externally and are looking 
for individuals who can bring vital and valuable 
experience to our organisations.

We hope the information contained on this 
website energises and excites you, and if you 
are passionate about the potential of joining our 
Trust and believe that your skills and experiences 
equip you to make a difference to our patients, 
staff and local population, we encourage you to 
speak to Hunter Healthcare who are supporting 
the Trust in these vital appointments.

Yours sincerely,

Paul da Gama 
Group Chief People Officer
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After years of collaboration and creating 
closer working ties, the Boards of Epsom 
and St Helier University Hospitals NHS Trust 
and St George’s University Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust have formed a hospital 
group, with a Group Chief Executive at the 
helm.

By formalising these working partnerships, we 
will be able to bolster their clinical and non-
clinical workforce, making the teams larger 
and therefore more resilient to the challenges 
modern healthcare may bring in the future, as 
well as offering local people greater access to 
a wider range of NHS services. The two Trusts 
will collaborate more closely on research, staff 
development, education and training, which 
will continue to make a vital contribution to the 
quality and sustainability of clinical care into 
the future. As a group model (which is already 
working well in a number of areas across the 
country), the two Trusts share a Chief Executive 
and a number of other key leaders, as well as 
the existing role of Joint Chair. 

Each Trust will continue to have its own Board and 
the organisations are not merging, meaning both 
Epsom and St Helier, and St George’s will remain as 
statutory organisations in their own right.

Jaqueline Totterdell – formerly Chief Executive 
Officer at St George’s – became Group Chief 
Executive on Tuesday 3 August 2021. 

Jacqueline is an experienced and accomplished 
leader, having led a number of NHS Trusts, and 
most recently taken St George’s out of quality 
and financial special measures, also leading 
the South-West London acute hospitals system 
during the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent 
recovery.

This is an exciting development for both 
Epsom and St Helier and St George’s – the 
group allows us to strengthen the professional 
networks we have already created and 
ensures the two hospital trusts continue to 
run efficient and high quality services for the 
benefit of the people we serve.

About the Group

EXECUTIVE STRUCTURE AND KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
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For our patients and the vast majority of staff, 
nothing outwardly will change – the hospitals 
will continue to operate as they are, services 
will remain, and our commitment to providing 
outstanding care to the patients who need us 
will stand strong. Behind the scenes, however, 
by sharing skills, expertise and resources in some 
areas, we can ensure that both organisations are 
better able to take on the challenge of growing 
demand on our services – this will bring benefits 
to our patients for years to come.

Collaboration between the two Trusts has been 
happening for some years now, with the renal 
teams from both Trusts recently beginning 
public engagement on bringing together renal 
inpatient services into a brand new renal unit. 

The two Trusts have agreed to work together 
on the future for Patient Transport Services and 
Epsom and St Helier recently joined the South-
West London Pathology Partnership (an award-
winning NHS pathology partnership that brings 
together these vital services into one team) with 
the agreement that the service will have two main 
bases, one at St George’s and one at St Helier. 

In addition, during Covid-19, the two 
organisations teamed up on a major 
collaboration on the Novavax vaccine trial and 
are moving towards interoperable Electronic 
Patient Records systems. 

There is a huge amount to be proud of in this 
work, and so we are delighted to be building 
on this strong foundation and formalising the 
partnerships and networks we have already 
created.

The two organisations will remain committed 
to the strong partnerships we have built with 
local health and care systems in Merton, 
Wandsworth, Sutton and Surrey and wider 
strategic partnerships with Integrated Care 
Systems in South-West London and Surrey 
Heartlands. 

The development of the Specialist Emergency 
Care Hospital in Sutton, as part of the Building 
Your Future Hospitals programme, will continue 
as planned.
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About the Role
DEPARTMENT AND TEAM INFORMATION
Our workforce is key to delivering the best 
possible outcomes for the patients and people 
we serve. This is a crucial role in transforming the 
Group HR services at a time when workforce risks 
are some of the greatest challenges facing the 
organisation. The post-holder will have a crucial 
role in the delivery of the Group’s organisational 
goals and will champion the People agenda. 
Working in collaboration with colleagues, they 
will have a pivotal role in delivering outstanding 
HR services for one of the UK’s largest healthcare 
group with more than 16,000 colleagues, 
enabling the Trust to recruit and retain the best 
healthcare workforce to deliver its objectives. 
They will be joining a Group-wide team with 
highly motivated and talented individuals.

The role is responsible for leading teams which 
look after:

 l Bank and agency

 l Employee relations

 l Workforce information

 l Medical workforce

 l Recruitment hub contract

 l Childcare

 l General HR advice and guidance

Key responsibilities include

 l Bringing together two large operational HR 
team to create a single outstanding provider 
of HR services

 l Developing a high-performance People 
function to deliver the commitments of 
the NHS People Plan and our own People 
Strategy

 l Delivering an immediate and long-term 
strategy that ensures our ongoing workforce 
sustainability and Trust performance

 l Providing impartial professional advice and 
meaningful analysis and interpretation, to 
support formation of strategy, planning, 
decision making and control

 l Ensuring workforce strategies are 
developed which are financially robust and 
sustainable and are applied consistently 
across the Group
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Diversity, inclusion and belonging
At GESH, we recognise the importance of 
diversity, inclusion, and belonging. We want 
everyone to feel welcomed, respected, and 
accepted for who they are. 

This is why we have been working hard with 
our diversity Staff Networks, senior managers, 
Governing Body Members, and external 
stakeholders to promote, diversity inclusion  
and belonging.

We have made significant progress in the 
last few years in our inclusion, for patients 
and communities and our workforce. As we 
embark on a transition to a group model, we 
expect very high standards from our senior 
leaders – demonstrating strong personal and 
professional commitments to our values and 
the NHS Constitution and making continuous 
improvements in our inclusion performance 
through which they can be held to account.
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Job description
Job Title:  Deputy Chief People Officer (HR Operations)

Band: VSM

Hours: 37.5 

Service Centre/ Directorate: Human Resources/Workforce

Base: The post holder is likely to work from SGUH,  
but may be required to work at any of the Group sites 

Accountable to:  Chief People Officer 

Reports to:  Chief People Officer

Responsible for Bank and agency
the following teams: Employee relations
 Workforce information
 Medical workforce
 Recruitment hub contract
 Childcare
 General HR advice and guidance
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JOB SUMMARY
The Deputy Chief People Officer (HR Operations) 
is responsible for ensuring that the organisation 
has in place excellent operational HR practice to 
help recruit, support and manage our people.

Whilst not directly responsible for the Trust’s 
culture change programme, the post holder 
will take a proactive approach in developing 
the culture of the organisation so that the Trust 
is genuinely a place that attracts, engages, 
supports and develops staff.

The post holder will be responsible for setting 
the strategic vision for operational services 
in the Workforce Directorate, leading in the 
development of the operational function, in 
order to ensure exemplary service and driving 
through operational improvements across 
processes, systems and policies.

Where required the post holder will deputise for 
the Chief People Officer, including attendance 
at the Trust Board and working with senior 
colleagues will be responsible for ensuring the 
delivery of a professional HR service of the highest 
quality to managers and staff across the Trust.

 l To lead on the transformation and 
improvement of HR services under the post 
holder’s relevant areas of work, working as 
part of a senior HR Leadership Team.

 l To manage pay and non-pay budgets for 
areas of responsibility and such others as 
may be delegated by the Chief People 
Officer ensuring the best use of resources 
within budget limits.

 l To support the SWLP Acute Provider 
Collaborative transformation projects.

KEY RELATIONSHIPS
The post holder will have regular contact with 
a diverse range of clinical and non-clinical 
staff at all levels of the organisation and other 
NHS bodies to include colleagues in the Acute 
Provider Collaborative and external agencies.

To work as part of an HR Leadership Team.

TRUST VISION & VALUES
The post holder is expected to make a major 
contribution to the achievement of the Trust 
vision to give Outstanding Care, Every Time

Whilst this role is employed by SGUH, it is 
expected to operate as part of the St. Georges, 
Epsom and St Helier University Hospital and 
Health Group and the post holder will be 
expected to work across the Group as required.

At Epsom and St Helier, above all we value 
RESPECT

It helps us to live our behaviours:

 l Kind

 l Positive

 l Professional   

 l Teamwork.

We expect our senior leaders to be:

Excellent 
Lead the organisation to the highest possible 
standards and set a values based style for own 
functional area or division

Kind  
Demonstrate an empathetic leadership style

Respectful  
Demonstrate an inclusive and considered 
approach to leadership, including acknowledging 
the importance of own leadership role

Responsible  
Be truthful and accept responsibility for mistakes

St George’s University Hospitals NHS Foundation 
Trust is committed to safeguarding children and 
vulnerable adults and expects that all staff will 
share in this commitment. 

The Trust is clear that all staff have a responsibility 
to be aware of children and adult safeguarding 
policies and procedures and that each member 
of staff, clinical or non-clinical, will attend child or 
adult safeguarding training that is provided at an 
appropriate level to suit their role. 

The Trust has the additional expectation that all 
staff will be able to identify concerns and know 
what action to take.
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MAIN DUTIES/KEY 
RESPONSIBILITIES
The duties and responsibilities listed below 
are representative of the Deputy Chief People 
Officer (HR Operations) role and its purpose 
within the service, they are not exhaustive and 
the post holder may be required to undertake 
additional or alternative duties and responsibilities 
commensurate with the level of the post to 
support the smooth running of the service.

BANK AND AGENCY
 l Provide effective leadership to the Bank 

and Agency team, ensuring the service is 
able to fulfil its strategic aims in respect of 
temporary staffing and remain responsive 
to organisational need (providing excellent 
temporary staffing resources across all 
services)

 l Responsible for ensuring appropriate 
governance frameworks are in place to 
enable the Trust to fulfil its obligations in 
the management of temporary staffing

 l Lead in the review and development 
of systems and processes to ensure all 
programmes of work seek to maximise 
efficiencies, including the utilisation of bank 
staff across the organisation

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
 l Provide effective leadership to the Employee 

Relations function, demonstrating an 
expert understanding and knowledge 
of employment law, offering vision and 
direction to provide an excellent, high 
quality service. As the senior expert, you will 
also advise on highly complex and sensitive 
employee relations matters, including 
Employment Tribunals and matters involving 
regulatory bodies/external agencies

 l Identify and set appropriate standards 
across the function and the Trust on 
employee relations activity, developing 
a framework for corporate and local 
reporting
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 l As the lead expert, develop HR practice 
and policies in partnership with key 
stakeholders/leads, interpreting and 
assessing national/regional strategy and 
best practice to enable the Trust to achieve 
its strategic aims

 l Work with the Head of Employee 
Relations to improve and maximise service 
improvements in employee relations 
casework, focusing on quality and pace to 
ensure that the Trust’s values remain central 
to all service improvements

 l Work with the Head of Employee 
Relations to ensure the provision of expert 
employee relations advice to staff across 
the organisation, including managers, HR 
colleagues and Trade Union representatives

WORKFORCE INFORMATION
 l Lead on the development of workforce 

systems that enable robust reporting of 
all workforce intelligence and ensure 
those systems are continually reviewed to 
maximise efficiencies

 l Integrate the use of workforce intelligence 
into strategic planning and transformational 
programmes of work, ensuring it underpins 
key decision-making processes

 l Work with the Chief People Officer to 
establish a framework for reporting 
workforce information to the Trust Board 
that facilitates improved organisational 
performance

MEDICAL WORKFORCE
 l Provide effective leadership of the medical 

workforce team to ensure a responsive 
service, that provides excellent advice and 
support in relation to the medical workforce

 l Working in partnership with the Medical 
Director and other senior medical leaders to 
identify key workforce priorities, developing 
programmes of work that enables 
successful delivery against those strategic 
aims and plans
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 l Work in partnership with key stakeholders 
and regulatory bodies to respond to 
national/local initiatives and plans

 l In partnership with the Head of Medical 
Workforce, promote and support effective 
management of workforce systems to 
help drive agreed benefits in relation to 
e-rostering and job planning systems

RECRUITMENT HUB CONTRACT
 l Lead on the contract management of 

the recruitment hub contract, ensuring 
delivery against key performance indicators 
and seeking opportunities for further 
improvements

 l Ensure the terms of the contract are 
reflective of organisational needs and lead 
in the negotiation of any additional terms 
and/or amendments to the contract in line 
with the relevant frameworks

CHILDCARE
 l To ensure the management of the Trust’s 

nursery/childcare provision is in line with 
expected standards of care and education

 l To ensure the nursery is able to fulfil 
effectively its obligations set by the 
regulatory body and adhere to the legal 
standards

 l To lead in the innovation of childcare 
options, responding to individual and 
organisational needs that are reflected 
in wider workforce priorities and key 
objectives

GENERAL HR ADVICE AND GUIDANCE
 l Responsible for policies associated with pay, 

workforce, and partnership working with 
trade unions

 l Ensuring HR operational teams are working 
to required standards and measuring 
performance against relevant key 
performance indicators

 l Operating within relevant governance 
frameworks to ensure effective decision 
making

GENERAL DUTIES

WORKFORCE STRATEGY
 l Support the Chief People Officer in providing 

a comprehensive HR service to the Trust 
and provide input into the development 
and delivery of the Trust workforce strategy, 
business plan, Care Quality Commission 
standards and other HR related governance 
and compliance requirements

 l Support the development of a workforce 
strategy and ensure its implementation 
through the development of policies and 
practices which support the Trust’s values, 
business strategy and priorities

 l To lead on strategic departmental HR 
projects which impact across the Trust, 
ensuring these fit with the programme of 
workforce transformation

 l To produce and present reports to senior 
management and divisional meetings as 
required

HR POLICY & PRACTICE
 l Work together with key stakeholders, 

develop, communicate and implement 
best practice HR policies and processes 
that ensure both compliance with statutory 
requirements and “best practice” standards 
and which support the Trust’s business 
priorities and objectives

 l To provide expert knowledge in relevant 
employment legislation to senior managers 
within the Trust to support the delivery of 
Trust business.

WORK PERFORMANCE
 l To ensure the delivery of Trust-wide 

workforce performance targets in particular 
to facilitate the achievement of workforce 
related targets within the Trust scorecard. To 
contribute to the development and review 
of key workforce related performance 
indicators.

 l Lead the development and review of 
workforce information and productivity 
measures, and ensure their use in policy 
development, planning, resource allocation 
and decision-making in all aspects of HR 
management.
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PARTNERSHIP
 l Develop and oversee collaboration 

with stakeholders in the development 
and delivery of HR practices to ensure 
the engagement of staff and their 
representatives together with other partner 
organisations across the sector.

RESOURCING
 l Oversee the development of innovate staff 

resourcing policies and practices to ensure 
the cost effective and efficient recruitment 
and retention of a high performing 
workforce that meets the Trust’s operational 
requirements.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
 l Direct HR support to the development 

and successful implementation of service 
improvement and transformation initiatives 
in accordance with established Trust policy 
and the alignment of such initiatives to HR 
strategy and workforce planning.

ADVICE & COUNSEL
 l Provide clear expert advice and guidance 

to leaders across the Trust to ensure 
the efficient and effective resolution of 
individual and collective staffing issues.

REWARD
 l Oversee the development of pay and 

benefits strategies which support 
the recruitment, retention and high 
performance of the workforce through cost 
effective and best practice solutions.

EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS
Act as an ambassador for the Trust, representing 
the organisation to relevant parties, other NHS 
bodies, regulators, voluntary sector, and other 
relevant organisations, developing constructive 
relationships to the benefit of the Trust. The 
post holder is required to follow Trust 
policies and procedures which are regularly 
updated including:

CONFIDENTIALITY / DATA PROTECTION / 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

 l Post holders must maintain the 
confidentiality of information about 
patients, staff and other health service 
business in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act of 1998. Post holders must 
not, without prior permission, disclose any 
information regarding patients or staff. If 
any member of staff has communicated 
any such information to an unauthorised 
person those staff will be liable to dismissal. 
Moreover, the Data Protection Act 1998 
also renders an individual liable for 
prosecution in the event of unauthorised 
disclosure of information.

 l Following the Freedom of Information 
Act (FOI) 2005, post holders must apply 
the Trust’s FOI procedure if they receive a 
written request for information.

INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
 l All staff must comply with information 

governance requirements. These 
include statutory responsibilities (such 
as compliance with the Data Protection 
Act), following national guidance (such 
as the NHS Confidentiality Code of 
Practice) and compliance with local 
policies and procedures (such as the Trust’s 
Confidentiality policy). Staff are responsible 
for any personal information (belonging to 
staff or patients) that they access and must 
ensure it is stored, processed and forwarded 
in a secure and appropriate manner.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
 l Post holders must at all times fulfil their 

responsibilities with regard to the Trust’s 
Equal Opportunities Policy and equality laws.
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HEALTH & SAFETY
 l All post holders have a responsibility, under 

the Health and Safety at Work Act (1974) 
and subsequently published regulations, 
to ensure that the Trust’s health and safety 
policies and procedures are complied with 
to maintain a safe working environment for 
patients, visitors and employees.

INFECTION CONTROL
 l All post holders have a personal obligation 

to act to reduce healthcare-associated 
infections (HCAIs). They must attend 
mandatory training in Infection Control and 
be compliant with all measures required by 
the Trust to reduce HCAIs. All post holders 
must comply with Trust infection screening 
and immunisation policies as well as be 
familiar with the Trust’s Infection Control 
Policies, including those that apply to their 
duties, such as Hand Decontamination 
Policy, Personal Protective Equipment 
Policy, safe procedures for using aseptic 
techniques and safe disposal of sharps.

RISK MANAGEMENT
 l All post holders have a responsibility to 

report risks such as clinical or non-clinical 
accidents or incidents promptly. They are 
expected to be familiar with the Trust’s use 
of risk assessments to predict and control 
risk, as well as the incident reporting system 
for learning from mistakes and near misses 
in order to improve services. Post holders 
must also attend training identified by 
their manager, or stated by the Trust to be 
mandatory.

FLEXIBLE WORKING
 l As an organisation we are committed to 

developing our services in ways that best 
suit the needs of our patients. This means 
that some staff groups will increasingly be 
asked to work a more flexible shift pattern 
so that we can offer services in the evenings 
or at weekends.

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN & 
VULNERABLE ADULTS

 l Post holders have a general responsibility 
for safeguarding children and vulnerable 
adults in the course of their daily duties 
and for ensuring that they are aware of the 
specific duties relating to their role.

SUSTAINABILITY
 l It is the responsibility of all staff to minimise 

the Trust’s environmental impact by recycling 
wherever possible, switching off lights, 
computer monitors and equipment when not 
in use, minimising water usage and reporting 
faults promptly.

SMOKING
 l The Trust is committed to providing a 

healthy and safe environment for staff, 
patients and visitors. Staff are therefore not 
permitted to smoke on Trust property or in 
Trust vehicles.

REVIEW OF THIS JOB DESCRIPTION
This Job Description is intended as an outline 
of the general areas of activity and will be 
amended in the light of the changing needs of 
the organisation. To be reviewed in conjunction 
with the post holder.
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Person Specification

Requirements Essential A/I/T* Desirable A/I/T*

Qualifications/
education

 l Degree level education
 l Postgraduate/MSC or equivalent
 l MCIPD qualified or equivalent experience
 l Evidence of continued professional 

development

A
A/I/T

Chartered 
Fellow of 
CIPD

A 
A

Previous 
experience

 l Senior management experience at a very 
senior level in an organisation of comparable 
size and complexity

 l Experience of successful human resource 
management and people development in a 
large complex public or private organisation

 l Experience of contributing to corporate 
strategy outside field of expertise

 l Knowledge and experience of organisation, 
team and individual interventions to drive 
improvement

 l Experience of building, maintaining and 
utilising successful partnerships across a range 
of organisations

 l Experience of dealing with trade unions and 
creating positive employee relations

 l Self-driven and extremely customer and results 
focused

 l Experience of managing significant budgets 
and achieving recurrent savings

 l Experience of driving innovative recruitment 
and retention solutions

A/I 
 
 
A/I 
 
 
A/I 
 
A/I 
 
 
A/I 
 
 
A/I 
 
A/I 
 
A/I 
 
A/I 
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Requirements Essential A/I/T* Desirable A/I/T*

Skills/
knowledge/
ability

 l Strong and credible leadership skills
 l Strong commitment to action to achieve 

equality and diversity in the NHS workforce
 l Drive, determination, enthusiasm and 

resilience to achieve results
 l Thorough understanding of employment law 

and its impact on working environment
 l Understanding of labour markets and the 

nature of staff groups in the health sector
 l Political acumen to network effectively at a 

strategic level
 l Excellent communication skills: clear and 

persuasive in speech and writing, able to 
articulate a strong vision and direction and 
adept at handling difficult and sensitive 
situations

 l Capacity to build and instil trust and 
confidence amongst colleagues internally 
and across organisations and partners

 l Evidence of collaborative and consultative 
work style

 l Innovative thinker, capable of understanding 
longer term implications

 l Strategic and critical thinker, skilled in 
analysis and synthesis of information

 l Thorough understanding of the financial 
and organisational complexities of the NHS, 
including current government policies

A/I  
A/I  
 
A/I  
 
A/I  
 
A/I  
 
A/I  
 
A/I  
 
 
 
 
A/I  
 
 
A/I  
 
A/I

Physical 
requirements

 l Office based role

A = Application; I = Interview, T = Test/assessment centre
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How to Apply
The closing date for applications is 25 July 2022. 

All applications must include: 

 l A full and updated CV, which includes your 
contact details and email address. Your 
CV will only be viewed by the recruitment 
consultants and the HR team to allow 
them to undertake the necessary reference 
checks and due diligence and will not be 
seen by the shortlisting panel or form part 
of the shortlisting decision-making. 

 l A personal statement of no more than two 
sides of A4, which should explain why you 
are interested in applying for the role and 
how you believe you meet the requirements 
set out in the person specification. Please 
note this is the candidate document that 
will form the basis for the panel’s decision 
whether or not to take you through to the 
long and short listing stages of the process 
(for the final shortlisting decision the panel 
will also have a report from the recruitment 
consultants).

 l Contact details of up to four referees 
(who will not be contacted without your 
permission). 

 l A completed Equal Opportunities 
Monitoring Form and Fit and Proper 
Person Monitoring Form*.

All applications should be sent to: 
applications@hunter-healthcare.com.  
All applications will be acknowledged. 

For an exploratory conversation about the role, 
contact David Godfrey on 07394 561597 or 
email dgodfrey@hunter-healthcare.com 
or Finn McNulty on 07966 006091 or email 
fmcnulty@hunter-healthcare.com

We are committed to making reasonable 
adjustments to support disabled candidates. 
Please let us know if there are any adjustments 
that will assist you.

We are inclusive of all diversity and are 
committed to equality of opportunity for all. 
Our recruitment processes are conducted in 
accordance with the Code of Governance to 
ensure that they are made on merit after a fair 
and open process so that the best people, from 
the widest possible pool of candidates, are 
appointed.

* The equal opportunities monitoring online 
form will not be shared with anyone involved 
in assessing your application. Please complete 
as part of the application process. The data is 
important so we can monitor the effectiveness 
of our ambition to increase the diversity of our 
applicants and workforce.

KEY DATES:

 Application Deadline 25 July 2022
 Shortlisting 8 August
 Interviews & Selection Event w/c 22 August

http://www.hunter-healthcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/HH_Equal_Oppor_Form_2020.docx
http://www.hunter-healthcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/HH_Equal_Oppor_Form_2020.docx
http://www.hunter-healthcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/HH-FPP-Form.docx
http://www.hunter-healthcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/HH-FPP-Form.docx
mailto:dgodfrey%40hunter-healthcare.com?subject=
mailto:fmcnulty%40hunter-healthcare.com?subject=
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